Choose a task from the grid- have fun and be creative. Remember to take a photo and email it to Mrs Johnson if you would like to.

Task A
Draw and colour any animal in
its habitat. Write about how
the animal is suited to its
environment.

Task B

Write out your 9 times table.
Make it colourful!

Task E
Design your own desert
island on a co-ordinate grid.
Place items around the
island e.g. swamp; caves;
waterfall; quicksand and
write the co-ordinates for
each item at the bottom.
Perhaps you
could add
some
treasure!?

Task F
Write a diary entry about
your favourite day, ever!
What was special about the
day? Who did you spend it
with? What did you do? Use
lots of adjectives and
exciting vocabulary to make
it interesting!

Task I
Maths Challenge
Write 2 word problems
involving time (and solve
them!)
e.g. Mrs Johnson catches
the train to Darlington at
9:05. She arrives back in
Bishop Auckland at 12:25.
How long did her trip to
Darlington take?

Task J
Design a new chocolate bar!
Sketch a picture, give it a
catchy name and write
about your fabulous new
chocolate temptation using
vocabulary to tempt and
persuade your audience to
rush out and buy it! Mmm!!

Task C
Find the price of 3 of your
favourite DVDs or Xbox games.
Add the prices together to find
the total cost. Use column
addition to add the items.

Now try finding
change from £50 using column
subtraction.
Task G
Find out the Spanish words for
different types of weather e.g
sunshine, rain, snow. Draw a
picture to match your Spanish
phrase.

Task K
Write a review about a book you
have recently read. What was it
about? Who was the main
character/s? Give it marks out of
ten and say whether you would
recommend it to a friend.

Task D
Draw an 8 point compass. Label each
point on your compass carefully. E.g
North; North East, etc.

Task H
What do you understand about
Fairtrade? How does Fairtrade
make a difference to farmers and
workers? Find out some Fairtrade
Facts and create a poster to
promote Fairtrade.

Task L
Sketch a picture of some spring
flowers. Use shading, colour or
paints to add
detail to
your picture.

